
DUAL SLIDE 
OUT SHELVES
Effectively doubles 
work surface

ERGONOMIC 
PUSH HANDLES
Cart control has never 
been easier!

GATELOCK 
SYSTEM
Lock drawers 
independently 
with Waterloo 
Gatelocks

STYLISH 
DRAWER PULLS
Attractive drawer pulls 
add style and provide a 
larger grabbing surface

DRAWER 
DIVIDERS 
INCLUDED!
The patented U-DivideTM 
System included in 
every drawer

CORNER 
MOUNTING 
TRACKS
Allows accessories to 
be mounted in virtually 
any position on the cart

STABILIZING 
FRAME
Wider wheel base 
offers superior stability 
during transport

CUTAWAY PLASTIC TOP
Minimizes wrist strain 
when writing or working 
on the cart’s surface

Factor in your savings on drawer dividers and 
your cost to upgrade from a steel to aluminum 
cart can be virtually FREE!

LIGHTWEIGHT ALUMINUM CART
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ALUMINUM CART Features & Benefits

Features listed in BLUE are exclusive to Waterloo Aluminum Carts

This eliminates the need for expensive 
plastic drawer trays and allows for 
out-of-the-box customization
(Up to a $400 SAVINGS!)

BUILT-IN DRAWER DIVIDERS DUAL SLIDE OUT SHELVES

CENTRALLY LOCATED 
LEVER LOCK

NYLON REINFORCED 
POLYCARBONATE BUMPERS

NEW DRAWER HANDLE DESIGN CUTAWAY FRONT PLASTIC TOP

Effectively doubles work space on top of your 
cart! Creates room for charting/documentation 
on one side and an area to draw up meds 
and/or prep equipment on the other.

Locks in position to act as a rudder and aid 
in maneuverability.

TRACKING CASTER ERGONOMIC PUSH HANDLES
Facilitates maneuverability.

Flexible security options, including Key, 
Breakaway, Keyless, Electronic and 
Proximity.

LOCKING OPTIONS FIVE YEAR WARRANTY

WE ARE THE MANUFACTURER
Waterloo IS the manufacturer. Hand-building our carts allows for more flexibility and customized 

design requirements. We are always poised and ready to create a purpose built cart for you!

Larger drawer handle offers easier to grab 
surface. Aesthetically appealing curved design 
moves away from the “Tool Cart” image to 
create a more “Suite Like” patient environment.

Ergonomically advantageous as it minimizes wrist 
stress when using the top as a writing surface.

Robust “metal on metal” locking on two 
sides of each drawer. Keeps heavy fluid 
drawers secure during transport AND offers 
unequaled protection against theft.

Incredibly durable yet extremely lightweight, 
and WILL NOT RUST. Color goes all the way 
through the material, so cuts and scrapes don’t 
show as easily. One piece construction prevents 
delamination over time, unlike rubber on steel 
bumpers.

LIGHTWEIGHT ALUMINUM 
CONSTRUCTION

CORNER TRACK 
ACCESSORY MOUNTS

Easier to maneuver and especially easier to 
STOP, minimizing the risk of running into staff 
and patients.

Provides flexibility in positioning accessories to 
fit your needs.

WIDE WHEEL 
BASE/STABILIZING FRAME

INDIVIDUALLY LOCKING 
DRAWERS

More stable work platform that reduces risk 
of tipping.

Minimizes need to restock/reinventory all drawers, 
freeing up staff for more important tasks.
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